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**Goals:** The purpose of the staff interdisciplinary simulation sessions at the University of Calgary is to give Emergency staff (physicians, nurses and respiratory therapists) exposure to *in situ* critical care scenarios and encourage practice of real time skills they will use in their daily practice of Emergency Medicine.

**Preparation:** Simulation training has been shown to be an extremely valuable tool that allows learners to develop the cognitive, procedural, communication and teamwork skills that can improve patient safety. 1,2 *In situ* simulation, that is conducting simulations in the clinical environment, offers further advantages by aligning with the actual “work” of health care providers, improves training efficiencies and provides an opportunity to review at frequent intervals the skills related to high-risk of infrequent events.

**Methods:** This project involves weekly interdisciplinary *in situ* simulation sessions with emergency physicians, emergency nurses and respiratory therapists. Participants attend these sessions in the resuscitation area of their usual work environment and function in teams made up of 2 physicians, 3-4 nurses and 1-2 respiratory therapists. Throughout the 2.5 hour sessions, teams run through 2-3 scenarios. Physicians rotate through the role of team leader, nurses divide up their duties (documentation nurse, fluids nurse or
medications nurse) while respiratory therapists balance their role in airway management and arterial lines. Scenarios last about 20-25 minutes followed by a 30-35-minute debriefing session where participants explore and troubleshoot communication, teamwork and knowledge issues that arose during the session. In order to offer a safe open environment for physicians, residents and medical students are not allowed to participate in these sessions. The activity is accredited and providers can earn CME credits for their participation.

**Results:** Over 125 Emergency physicians and 400 nurses have participated in the last 4 years with consistently excellent feedback. After each session participants complete a survey where they rate various components of the activity on a 5-point Likert scale with the following descriptors:

1. Strongly disagree
2. Disagree
3. Neutral
4. Agree
5. Strongly agree

Mean scores of participant response for each rating are reported below.

1. Overall experience was excellent (4.77/5)
2. Relevant to my practice (4.78/5)
3. Debriefing helpful (4.77/5)
4. Assessed knowledge base and performance well (4.48/5)
5. Improved my own performance during critical ED care (4.40/5)
6. Improved team performance during critical ED care 4.46/5
7. Improved communication and team work skills 4.47/5

**Reflective critique:** This activity supports interdisciplinary learning and incorporates several features of high-fidelity simulation that lead to effective learning: providing feedback, allowing for repetitive practice, supporting a range of difficulty, and capturing clinical variation.4
Furthermore, features specific to *in situ* simulation that enhance learning include reinforcement of individual and team behaviors, identification of active and latent systems issues and the ability of the *in situ* simulated scenario to be a catalyst for change in clinical care systems and lead to improved clinical outcomes.³ As demonstrated in the results, program evaluation has been done using trainee reactions to the training which corresponds to level 1 of the Kirkpatrick framework for program evaluation.⁵ This framework would suggest that for future evaluation different outcomes (learning, behavior or results) should be considered.
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